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a b s t r a c t

The effects of Fe-doping and Fe–N-codoping on the magnetic properties of SnO2, prepared by chemical

co-precipitation technique, are investigated in details. We found that the paramagnetism is the dominant

magnetic interaction in Fe doped SnO2. A weak antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe2 + ions is also

confirmed through Zero field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) magnetization studies. On the other hand,

hystersis behavior is observed for Fe–N-codoped SnO2 samples with coercivity Hc�420 and 352 Oe for

x¼0.05 and 0.10, respectively. As no other secondary or impurity phase is detected by XRD study and the

presence of N is confirmed by EDX analysis, this observed ferromagnetism is originated due to the

substitution of N in Sn1�xFexO2. N doping at the oxygen site can be regarded as defect and introduces a

hole in this system. As a result, a hole-induced ferromagnetism might be the origin of the observed

ferromagnetism in Fe–N-codoped SnO2 samples.
1. Introduction

Tin dioxide is an n-type semiconductor with remarkable optical
properties due to wide band gap �3.6 eV and as usual like other
transition metal (TM) doped oxide semiconductor such as ZnO,
TiO2, In2O3, etc., SnO2 were also expected to show room tempera-
ture ferromagnetism according to the theoretical prediction of
Deitl et al. [1]. Because of easy integration into semiconductor
devices in the field of spintronics [2], ferromagnetic dilute mag-
netic semiconductors (DMS’s) based on such wide band oxide
semiconductors have special advantages. However, the occurrence
of ferromagnetism as well as its physical origin in these TM doped
oxide semiconductors is still controversial [3–7]. In most of the
cases, small amount of metallic and intermetallic impurity sec-
ondary phases or defects is accounted for the origin of observed
ferromagnetism [8]. Even so-called diamagnetic ZnO or SnO2 are
reported to show ferromagnetism in nano-scale regime [9].

In our previous work, we have reported that Co doped SnO2

powder are paramagnetic, whereas non-DMS related ferromagnet-
ism is associated with its corresponding nanostructures [10]. Ueda
et al. [11] reported absence of ferromagnetism in Cr, Mn and Ni
doped ZnO films. Again, Jin et al. [12] and Lee et al. [13] did not find
any occurrence of ferromagnetism in Cr doped ZnO thin film. These
series of works indicated the need for co-doping to stabilize
ferromagnetism in these TM doped oxide semiconductor by
introducing extrinsic holes or electrons. The ab initio calculations
by Sato and Katayam-Yoshida [14] have shown stabilization of
ferromagnetic (FM) states in Zn1�xMnxO by introducing holes. Wei
[15] showed that p-type doping with a very high hole concentra-
tion is difficult to achieve for oxide and nitride semiconductors due
to their very low valance band energies. Recently, Peng et al. [16]
pointed out that a threshold hole concentration is necessary to
induce room temperature ferromagnetism (RTFM) and hole doping
at anion site is more effective for localizing the hole and enchant-
ment of hole-induced ferromagnetism in C doped ZnO. Due to the
compensation effect and limited solubility limit of TM ions, the
sufficient hole concentration needed to turn on the FM is very
difficult in case of these oxide semiconductor. Therefore, in this
work, our motivation was to study the effect of extrinsic hole
doping at anion site on the magnetic properties of Fe doped SnO2.
We have investigated the magnetic properties of Fe-doped and
Fe–N-codoped SnO2 powders prepared by chemical co-precipita-
tion technique. Sn1�xFexO2 is found to show paramagnetism but
clear hysteresis loops are observed at both 300 and 5 K when
co-doped with N. Therefore N doping at anion site is found to be
effective to stabilize ferromagnetism in Fe doped SnO2 powder.
2. Experimental details

All Sn1�xFexO2 (x¼0.05 and 0.10) samples were prepared by
chemical co-precipitation method. For synthesis of 5 at wt% Fe
doped SnO2, we have used two precursors as: (i) 0.012 M SnCl4,
5H2O and 0.0006 M FeCl3, 6H2O in 100 ml water (Precursor A) and
(ii) 0.05 M NaOH in 50 ml water (Precursor B). Precursor A was then
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heated at 100 1C under constant stirring and Precursor B was added
slowly drop by drop in boiled Precursor A using sophisticated
pressure equalizer. Then the resultant solution was heated con-
stantly for 1 h at 100 1C until a yellowish precipitate was formed
which was washed repeatedly with water and ethanol and dried at
80 1C for 24 h. The as-prepared samples were annealed at 900 1C in
a tube furnace under a continuous flow of O2 and N2 for 5 h to
obtain Fe-doped and Fe–N-codoped SnO2 samples, respectively.
The structural properties were analyzed by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
using Cu Ka radiation (l¼1.540598 Å), Scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM), Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy and
UV–Visible spectroscopy was used for the study optical properties.
Vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) (Lake Shore Cryotronics)
and Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) were
used for magnetic measurements within 5 KrTr300 K.
3. Result and discussions

The XRD pattern of undoped and Fe-doped SnO2 samples
annealed in O2 and N2 are shown in Fig. 1. All XRD peaks of the
undoped and doped SnO2 corresponds to the tetragonal (rutile
cassiterite) crystal structure. No other secondary phase or impurity
peaks like metallic Fe, FeO or Fe2O3, iron nitride or nitrate were
detected in our samples within the detection limit of X-ray
diffractometer. High temperature (900 1C) annealing in presence
of O2 decreases any possibility of structural defects or oxygen
vacancy, whereas N ions were being doped at anion oxygen site
through partial replacement of O2� ions during annealing in N2

atmosphere at the same temperature. It is noticeable that the XRD
peaks of all doped samples annealed at O2 and N2 atmosphere are
shifted towards the lower 2y direction (Inset of Fig. 1). The lattice
parameters were estimated from XRD peak positions and the
variation of lattice parameters with Fe concentration are shown
in Fig. 2(a)–(c). It is observed that the lattice parameters in both
direction (a- and c-axes) increases with Fe content for all doped
samples annealed at O2 and N2 atmosphere which indicates
insertion of Fe ions in SnO2 lattice.

There are two major Fe ions such as Fe2 + (0.77 Å) and Fe3 +

(0.63 Å). Fe2 + ions have larger ionic radius than Sn4 + (0.69 Å) ions
while Fe3 + have smaller ionic radius. Therefore, the expansion of
Fig. 1. XRD spectra of Sn1�xFexO2 samples annealed (900 1C) in O2 and N2 atmo-

sphere. Inset: Observed shift of (1 1 0) and (1 0 1) peak position towards the lower

2y direction for Fe doped SnO2 samples.
lattice parameters as well as lattice volumes with Fe concentration
can be understood by the incorporation of Fe2 + ions replacing Sn4 +

(0.69 Å) ions in tetragonal host lattice. However, a contraction in
lattice volume was observed in Fe doped SnO2 prepared by Liu et al.
[17] and was explained by the incorporation of smaller Fe3 + ions
replacing larger Sn4 + ions. Crystallite sizes were also estimated
from XRD pattern using the Scherrer formula, t¼Kl/b cos y, where
t is the crystallite size, K is the shape factor, l is the wavelength of
incident X-ray radiation, y is the Bragg angle and b is the full width
at half maxima (FWHM) in radian of the peak with given (h k l)
value. The variations of crystallite sizes (t) with Fe concentration for
all samples are plotted in Fig. 2(d). It is observed that Sn1�xFexO2

samples annealed in N2 atmosphere show larger crystallite sizes
compared to that annealed at O2 atmosphere. High temperature
annealing in N2, resulting incorporation of N ions with partial
replacement of O2� ions, might favor larger particle size for the
preparation of equilibrium solid solution.

SEM images of Fe–N-codoped SnO2 samples are shown in inset
of Fig. 3 and the corresponding on spot EDX pattern of N-doped
Sn0.9Fe0.1O2 is plotted in Fig. 3. Homogeneity of Fe ions in the
samples was confirmed through EDAX mapping experiment which
indicated uniform distribution of Fe ions and no possible accumu-
lation of Fe ions in the samples. The peaks corresponding to Fe K and
N K in EDX pattern showed the presence of Fe and N in Sn0.9Fe0.1O2.
Similar results were also obtained for Sn0.95Fe0.05O2. The Fe
concentration obtained from EDX analysis were 4.78 and 9.82,
less than the nominal percentages 5 and 10 at wt%, respectively,
whereas N concentration were of the order of 4.22 and 5.31 at wt%,
respectively. The peaks corresponding to Au M come from Au
coating that was deposited over the surface of the samples before
performing SEM and EDX analysis to prevent the insulating
samples from the electron charging effect.

The effect of Fe incorporation replacing Sn4 + ions in semicon-
ducting SnO2 host lattice can be observed from the change in
energy band gap (Eg) of SnO2 as studied by UV–visible absorption
spectra for undoped and Fe–N-codoped SnO2 samples and they are
shown in Fig. 4. The value of energy band gap was estimated
according to the formula ad(hn)¼const. (hn�Eg)1/2, where h is the
Plank constant, n is the frequency of incident photon and the
absorption coefficient ad¼absorption/d, where d is the thickness of
the sample. The inset (i) of Fig. 4 shows the plot of ad

2(hn) versus
incident photon energy (hn). The estimated values of band gap (Eg)
were obtained by extrapolation as shown by dotted lines in the
same inset. For undoped SnO2, the estimated value of band gap (Eg)
is �3.72 eV and is in agreement with that reported in the literature
[18]. The variation of Eg for Fe–N-codoped samples with Fe
concentration is shown in the inset (ii) of Fig. 4. The decrease of
energy band gap with Fe concentration signifies the influence of
incorporated Fe ions on the electronic states, as reported earlier for
other TM doped SnO2 [10,19]. This redshift of energy band gap can
be explained on the basis of the sp–d exchange interaction
betweens the band electrons and the localized d electrons of
Fe2 + ions replacing Sn4 + ions in semiconducting host lattice
[20,21]. The s–d exchange interactions give rise to negative
corrections to conduction band edge whereas the p–d exchange
interaction lead to positive correction to the valance band edge
which results in a decrease in band gap [22].

Magnetic properties of all Sn1�xFexO2�dNd samples were mea-
sured using VSM and SQUID magnetometer above and below room
temperature, respectively. Fig. 5(a) shows the field dependence of
magnetization, M(H) curves at 300 and 80 K (inset) for Sn1�xFexO2

annealed in presence of O2. The undoped SnO2 shows a linear M(H)
with negative slope which represents the diamagnetic behavior as
normally expected in case of SnO2. But in case of Fe doped SnO2

samples, the linear behavior of M(H) with positive slope signifies
absence of any ferromagnetic interaction between Fe2 + ions and



Fig. 2. Variation of lattice parameters with Fe concentration (at wt%) for all Fe doped SnO2 samples annealed in (a) O2 atmosphere (b) N2 atmosphere. The variation of (c) lattice

volume and (d) crystallite size are also shown.

Fig. 3. EDX spectra of Sn0.9Fe0.1O2 samples after annealing in N2, showing the

presence of N in Fe doped SnO2. Inset: SEM images of Fe doped SnO2 samples. Fig. 4. UV-absorption spectra for all Fe doped SnO2 with N co-doping. Inset (i): plot

ofa2
d(hu) as a function of photon energy (hu) and Inset (ii): change in energy band gap

(Eg) with Fe concentration (x).
rather a paramagnetic like interaction is observed which is in
agreement with the results obtained by Xu et al. [23] and also with
our previous work [10,24]. It is noticeable from Fig. 5(a) that
magnetization (M) is not proportional to Fe ions concentration
changing from 5 to 10 at wt% which indicates the presence of
antiferromagnetic interaction for higher Fe concentration. In fact,
this antiferromagnetic exchange interaction is further confirmed
through temperature dependent magnetization M(T) measure-
ment, highlighted in the next section. Even at low temperature
(80 K), paramagnetic interactions are much stronger and no
ferromagnetic transition is observed in between 80 KrTr300 K.

High temperature annealing at O2 atmosphere removes the
possible oxygen vacancies or any structural defects which might
have developed during synthesis process. But interestingly, in case
of Sn1�xFexO2 samples annealed at N2 atmosphere clear hysteresis
loops are observed at 300 and 5 K as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d),
respectively. The coercivity (Hc) and retentivity (Mr) are �352 Oe
and 2.1�10�3 emu/g for x¼0.10, respectively, and �420 Oe and
6.3�10�4 emu/g, respectively, for x¼0.05. The magnetization
curves in Fig. 5(b) are not saturated properly and an upward linear
slope at higher field is observed which indicates a dominant
paramagnetic contribution at higher magnetic field. This para-
magnetic susceptibility (wp) at higher field is also estimated from
the temperature dependence of magnetization (M(T)) curve. This
high field paramagnetic moment (wpH) is subtracted from the
magnetization M(H) and the plot of ferromagnetic moment



Fig. 5. Magnetization M(H) curve for Sn1�xFexO2 (a) annealed in O2 at 300 K (Inset: at 80 K), (b) annealed in N2 at 300 K (Inset: M(H) at low field region), (c) plot of (M�wpH)

versus H at 300 K (inset: M(H) for pure SnO2 annealed in N2) and (d) M(H) curve obtained at 5 K for Fe doped SnO2 samples annealed in N2.

Fig. 6. ZFC and FC magnetization for Sn1�xFexO2 samples annealed in N2 for (a)

x¼0.05 and (b) x¼0.10 and corresponding ZFC and FC curve for Sn1�xFexO2

annealed in O2 are shown at inset (i) and (iii), respectively. Bold lines represent

the theoretical fitting of modified Curie–Weiss law to the experimentally observed

FC magnetization. Inset (ii) and (iv) represent M(T) curve above room temperature of

Sn1�xFexO2 annealed in N2 showing the Curie temperature (Tc).
(M�wpH) with H is shown in Fig. 5(c). From this figure, it is observed
that the (M�wpH) curves almost saturates above 10 kOe with
saturation magnetization Ms�16�10�3 and 2.5�10�3 emu/g
for x¼0.10 and 0.05, respectively. Although the ferromagnetic
saturation magnetization (Ms) increases with Fe concentration,
coercivity decreases. Similarly the M(H) curves at 5 K also show
the hysteresis loops but with much higher saturation magnetization.

The temperature dependence magnetization M(T) for all
Sn1�xFexO2 samples was also measured for detailed magnetic
characterization. The field-cooled (FC) and zero field-cooled
(ZFC) curves at H¼8 kOe for Sn1�xFexO2 samples annealed in O2

atmosphere is shown in insets (i) and (iii) of Fig. 6. It is clear from
these figures that the FC and ZFC curves are retracing the same
path which indicates a paramagnetic behavior. The FC curves are
also fitted according to the modified Cuire–Weiss law w¼M(T)/
H¼w0+C/(T+y), where w0¼1.1�10�6 represents weak non-para-
magnetic susceptibility, C¼Nm2/3k is the Curie constant which repre-
sents the paramagnetic ion concentration (N¼number of magnetic
ions/g, m¼magnetic moment of the ion and k¼Boltzmann constant),
T is the temperature in K and y is the Curie–Weiss temperature which
represents the magnetic exchange interactions between the spins.
These fits yields y¼4.06 and 3.86 K, and C¼2�10�4 and 0.2�10�4

emu K/g Oe for x¼0.10 and 0.05, respectively. The positive value of
Curie–Weiss temperature (y) signifies antiferromagnetic exchange
interaction between the Fe2+ ions. Fe2+–O2�–Fe2+ superexchange
interaction might be the possible origin of antiferromagnetism
whereas the Fe2+–Fe2+ direct interaction is paramagnetic.

Fig. 6 shows ZFC–FC curves at constant magnetic field H¼8 kOe
for Sn1�xFexO2 samples annealed at N2 atmosphere and the
corresponding insets show the high temperature magnetization
M(T) curves. The difference between ZFC and FC magnetization
indicate the hysteresis behavior. The theoretical fitting of FC
magnetization according to modified Curie–Weiss law yields
y¼�14.6 and �6.9 K for x¼0.05 and 0.10, respectively. These
negative values of Curie–Weiss temperature (y) also indicate
ferromagnetic exchange interaction between the spins of Fe2 +

ions in Sn1�xFexO2�dNd samples. The M(T) curves above room
temperature for Sn1�xFexO2�dNd are shown in the insets (ii) and
(iv) of Fig. 6. The estimated values of Curie temperature (Tc)
obtained from these high temperature measurement are �431
and 464 K for x¼0.05 and 0.10, respectively. The Curie temperature
(Tc) is found to be increasing with Fe concentration in N doped
Sn1�xFexO2 samples. Another ferromagnetic transition tempera-
ture is also observed from the fitting of Curie–Weiss law to the FC
experimental data for N doped Sn1�xFexO2 samples and the
possible reason might be the presence of weak ferromagnetic
interaction between N defects below the transition temperatures
(14.6 and 6.9 K for x¼0.05 and 0.1, respectively). It is possible



because N defect at O site behaves as an acceptor which also has a
magnetic moment of the order of mB. Now depending on the degree
of localization of the acceptor and the distance between two
neighboring N defects, a weak ferromagnetic interaction between
them might be possible especially at very low temperature in our
powder samples. This type of d0 ferromagnetism was reported in
N doped ZnO and MgO thin film at room temperature [25,26].

As no other secondary or impurity phase is detected in XRD
analysis and the presence of N in Fe doped SnO2 is confirmed by
EDX analysis, ferromagnetic interaction between Fe ions might be
mediated through these holes due to N defect. SnO2 is intrinsically
an n-type semiconductor and although Fe-doping in SnO2 gen-
erates both magnetic moment as well as holes in this system,
ferromagnetism is not observed. Due to the compensation effect
and limited solubility limit of TM ions, the sufficient hole con-
centration needed to turn on the FM [16] is very difficult in case of
these oxide semiconductor. Additional N doping at anion site
replacing O2– ions might be very effective to achieve the required
threshold hole concentration and stabilize hole-mediated ferro-
magnetism, as observed in our Fe–N-codoped SnO2. On the other
hand, we have not observed any ferromagnetism in N-doped SnO2

powder at room temperature (300 K) prepared under same con-
dition (inset of Fig. 5(c)). But at very low temperature, an evidence
of ferromagnetic interaction between N defects is observed from
Curie–Weiss fitting to the FC curves for N doped Sn1�xFexO2

samples. It is also noticeable from Fig. 5(c) that magnetization
(M�wpH) of Fe–N-codoped SnO2 samples increases significantly
with Fe concentration. In samples with higher Fe concentration, the
distance between two Fe2 + ions decreases and the same hole-
concentration becomes more effective to establish ferromagnetic
alignment between Fe2 + ions in our N doped samples.
4. Conclusions

In summary, Fe doped SnO2 dilute magnetic semiconductor was
successfully prepared with N co-doping by chemical co-precipita-
tion techniques. The expansion of lattice volumes and redshift in
energy band gap ensured the incorporation of Fe2 + ions substitut-
ing Sn4 + ions. Though paramagnetism was found to be the
dominant magnetic interaction in Fe doped SnO2, room tempera-
ture ferromagnetism was observed on further N doping. The
magnetic hysteresis loops as well as ZFC–FC magnetization mea-
surements confirmed the ferromagnetic exchange interaction in
N doped Sn1�xFexO2 samples. Additional N substitution at anion
site might be very effective to achieve the required threshold hole
concentration and hole mediated ferromagnetism was found to be
stabilized in Fe doped SnO2 samples. An evidence of weak d0

ferromagnetism between N defects was also observed at very low
temperature.
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